An electronic physically unclonable function usually includes an on-chip error-correcting code unit, which is vulnerable to security attacks and adds area, power, and data processing time overheads. This paper proposes a mixed-signal physically unclonable function circuit for authentication purposes, which we call the enhanced capacitive physically unclonable function. It divides the input challenge word over multiple computational groups to decrease processing time, increase security, and eliminate the need for error-correcting code units. Most of the challenge bits control capacitive networks grouped into several capacitive cells, while some are analogized through two digital-to-analog converters. One digital-to-analog converter controls the discharge loads of the capacitive cells; the other controls the reference voltage of comparator units. Each comparator controls a counter that digitizes the discharge time into a response chunk. Most of these counters operate at high frequencies for more precise time-to-digital conversion and are overflown to act as roulettes to promote unpredictability. One counter is not overflown to generate a reference response chunk to support error handling. The design allows for more intrinsic variations throughout the fabrication process, leading to unique response chunks. It applies an expanding challenge-response pair approach, generating a 128-bit response word for a 64-bit challenge word. The capacitive nature of the design supports various security features. Simulating the circuit using 45 nm complementary metal-oxide semiconductor technology resulted in an average power of 921.67 µW, a layout area of 22,470 µm 2 , and an average data processing time of 118 µs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Contactless smart cards, machine-readable documents, antitheft tags on books and drugs, and electronic keys for doors, which are known as proximity cards, are among the applications of radio frequency identification (RFID) systems which are vulnerable to physical cloning attacks [1] - [4] . Securing sensors, actuators, and other hardware devices used for supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) and the internet of things (IoT) requires a physical verification mechanism [5] - [9] . On-chip systems are susceptible to various breaches of security, such as counterfeiting the chip physically, modeling its function mathematically, eavesdropping on its data exchange, or bypassing its security [10] , [11] . A physically unclonable function (PUF) can help encounter many security challenges in general and the physical clonability threat in particular. It is recommended to embed a PUF within smart cards, high-end RFID tags, and some The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Razi Iqbal. other products [1] , [3] , [12] , [13] . PUF systems are required to work under various environmental conditions; therefore, PUFs are usually tested under various temperatures and voltages. In general, such temporary variations can cause faulty responses, which decrease the reliability of PUFs [11] . Aging is another temporary source of errors; however, it is regarded as an irreversible variation that manifests after a long period of time [14] - [18] . A PUF circuit usually incorporates an error-correcting code (ECC) unit, which adds vulnerabilities to side-channel analysis attacks [19] and costs area, power, and data processing time [20] - [23] . Furthermore, the use of an ECC does not always guarantee that all faulty bits can be corrected, and therefore some PUFs contain a detection unit to flag nonstable response bits to omit them from the challenge-response pair (CRP) list during the enrollment phase [24] . Such issues reduce a PUF's reliability.
The capacitive physically unclonable function (C-PUF) [25] generates its response in such a way that the remote verifier software (VS) can handle the environmentaldriven variations, eliminating the need for the ECC unit.
The C-PUF [25] used square-shaped negative-channel metaloxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (n-MOSFET) capacitors to reduce the design area; however, such a shape does not lead to the most intrinsic variations throughout the chip manufacturing process. The C-PUF also relied on the internal frequency of the microcontroller, which is usually not high enough to indicate some minute differences among the electronic chips.
In this paper, we propose the enhanced capacitive physically unclonable function (EC-PUF). We outline MOSFETrelated practices at technology, layout, and schematic levels that can be incorporated within our proposed PUF to enhance its intrinsic randomness throughout the chip fabrication process. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a background on the function, types, and security prospects of the electronic PUFs. The section also outlines several formulas for MOSFET variations. Section III presents the proposed design methodologies with aspects of variation and security enhancements. Section IV presents the experimental setup. Section V presents the simulation results and the discussion, and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
This section introduces general PUF functionality, common PUF designs, and security threats related to PUFs. It also discusses intrinsic variation sources related to MOSFETs affecting PUF fabrication.
A. HOW DO ELECTRONIC PUFS WORK?
Electronic PUFs refer here to MOSFET-based PUFs manufactured on silicon chips. Uncontrollable sources of randomness throughout chip fabrication processes can create distinct physical properties for each chip [26] . Throughout the fabrication process, a MOSFET suffers doping, oxide thickness (t ox ), and other geometrical intrinsic variations. The general concept of electronic PUFs is based on measuring the unique output response to an input challenge applied through a physical function. Although input and output signals are digital, the interactions with the physical devices are analog. Therefore, the working environments, such as temperature and voltage, usually influence the response. In electronic PUFs, the response methodology is based on one or more properties of the devices within the physical function, such as transistor threshold voltage, current, or delay.
A number of challenge words are applied to the PUF chip. The response word is measured against each applied challenge word to create a CRP list. Each CRP list is linked to the identification (ID) number of the smart card/RFID tag. The CRP list should be archived off-chip in a secure database, whereas the ID does not necessarily need to be secret and can be stored on-chip in non-volatile memory (NVM) unit. The step of recording the CRPs before distributing the product to the end-user is denoted the enrollment phase.
Later, when the end-user submits the smart card/RFID tag to be read by a card reader or scanned wirelessly, the ID is retrieved and sent to the verifier side, where a verification phase starts. The terms verify, validate, and authenticate are used interchangeably throughout this paper.
According to the claimed ID, the VS accesses (directly or through a third party) the related archived CRP list to randomly select a challenge word to send it to the PUF. The PUF then generates its response to be sent to the VS, which compares it to the archived one, to approve/disapprove the smart card/RFID tag authenticity. This authentication approach is also applicable to other electronic systems, such as SCADA and IoT systems.
B. TYPES OF ELECTRONIC PUFS
There are various classifications for electronic PUFs. According to their implementation approach, they are categorized here into digital and mixed-signal PUFs.
1) DIGITAL PUFS
Digital PUFs refer here to any PUF that does not use a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) unit or an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) unit. Digital PUFs can be classified into non-memory and memory-based PUFs. The first usually exploits the differences in propagation delays of the challenge bits, which race toward a combination component such as an exclusive-OR gate or multiplexer. The combination component represents the arbiter, and its output represents the response bit. By contrast, a memory-based PUF uses a memory component as an arbiter. A digital PUF can usually be implemented as a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) [27] - [34] .
2) MIXED-SIGNAL PUFS
Mixed-signal PUFs are mostly based on some other physical properties rather than the propagation delay, such as the variations in threshold voltage, resistance, and capacitance. A mixed-signal PUF employs a DAC unit, incorporates analog measurement techniques, and uses an ADC stage to digitize the response. Examples of such PUFs are the integrated circuit identification (ICID) [35] - [37] , the silicon nanokey PUF [24] , [38] , and the C-PUF [25] .
PUFs are also classified into strong and weakbased on their immunity from the modeling attacks. In today's computational measures, a strong PUF should be non-memory-based with at least 2 64 CRPs [39] .
C. SECURITY PROSPECTS
Data accessing to PUFs can be controlled by an application program interface (API) and hash or encrypting units to restrict any unauthorized applying of the challenges to the PUF. The API may also prevent repeating a response to add unreliability to side-channel modeling attacks [40] ; therefore, such PUFs are called controlled PUFs [41] . Communications to the remote verifier are then protected along the communication path from end to end [42] .
Security attacks are generally classified into invasive, semi-invasive, and non-invasive attacks.
1) INVASIVE ATTACKS
Invasive attacks require removing the chip's packaging by etching, drilling, or laser cutting, then using a micro-probing workstation to probe the chip [43] - [48] . An active postprocess spray coating containing inhomogeneous particles can be included as introduced in [49] , [50] to; 1) embed a unique signature for smart cards by measuring some electrical properties at certain spots within the inhomogeneous coating material, 2) protect the chip from the invasive attacks, and 3) harden the basic optical non-invasive attacks. The active coating included particles of various permeabilities, shapes, and sizes. In a later work, metal sensors were layered beneath the passivation layer to form an active-coating capacitive PUF [51] . In [52] , the metal sensors were reshaped into pairs of metal comb capacitors to increase the surface area exposed to the coating. This model was elucidated further in [53] . A newer active-coating capacitive PUF stacked more than one layer of metal comb capacitors [54] .
2) SEMI-INVASIVE ATTACKS
Semi-invasive attacks attempt to inject a temporary error into the PUF, either by a faulty instruction or by operating the chip in certain conditions. They would include testing the targeted chip with various input data, supply voltages, temperatures, and frequencies. However, such attacks do not permanently alter the properties of the chip [11] , [55] [56]- [58] .
3) NON-INVASIVE ATTACKS
Non-invasive attacks include optical, brute-force, man-inthe-middle (MITM), and side-channel attacks.
• Optical Attacks: These attacks aim to view the internal structure of the chip. Ray-resistant encapsulant shields can be used to resist such attacks.
• Brute-Force Attacks: An attacker tries multiple challenges to generate a specific response. This attack is more relevant to weak PUFs with a single CRP or a few CRPs. By contrast, it is not an imminent threat to strong PUFs, where each CRP is only used once or a few times.
• MITM Attacks:These attacks from eavesdropping, manipulating, to relaying are more relevant to uncontrolled PUFs, where communications to the verifier side are not encrypted. [59] , [60] . Encrypted communications greatly decrease the viability of such threats.
• Side-Channel Attacks: These include optical emission power analysis (OEPA) [61] , electromagnetic (EM) attacks [19] , and differential power analysis (DPA) [62] , [63] . In these attacks, an attacker analyzes a large number of power traces of the chip to discern its inward function. Decoupling capacitors can oppose such attacks [64] - [68] .
To summarize the security prospects, applying a postprocessing coating can protect internal data communication between the PUF and the microcontroller from invasive attacks. Encrypting the communication between the smart card and the verifier side resists MITM attacks.
D. INTRINSIC VARIATIONS OF A MOSFET
This section discusses some of the major intrinsic variations that occur throughout the fabrication process of a MOSFET-based chip. These random variations create distinct parameters for each MOSFET. A parametric variation is usually a source of disturbance for most applications, while for PUFs, it can be an excellent source of entropy to generate device-specific response bits [3] . This section discusses the intrinsic variations' effects on the threshold voltage (V T ). The initial threshold voltage value of a MOSFET at zerobias (V T0 ) depends on the flatband voltage, the bulk potential, the oxide capacitance per unit area (C ox ), and the depletion layer charges. The variation in the initial threshold voltage ( V T0 ) plays a vital role in forming distinctive properties for a PUF chip. The polarities of V T and V T0 are positive for an n-MOSFET and negative for a positive-channel metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect transistor (p-MOSFET). In both MOSFET types, there is a roll-off voltage that contributes to | V T0 |, which reduces |V T0 |. For generic (non-PUF) applications, chip designers try to reduce the intrinsic variations by taking into consideration some factors, which are briefed here at the technology, layout and mask, and schematic levels.
1) TECHNOLOGY LEVEL
The introduction of strained silicon since 90 nm complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology and below enables the electrons to move faster, which ultimately makes MOSFETs switch faster [69] . It results in better MOSFET performance and lowers energy consumption; however, it causes more deterministic, or systematic variability in a MOSFET's parameters, such as C ox , MOSFET channel width (W), and the charge carrier mobility (µ), which can be specified as mobility of electrons/holes for n/p channel as (µ n /µ p ), respectively. Statistical variability is another type of variation, it attributed to random variations in parameters like V T0 , µ, C ox , L, or W. However, the variation in V T0 is the most prominent parameter and is primarily ascribed to random dopant fluctuation (RDF) within the channel and the gate; besides other factors, such as the random fluctuation of surface roughness, oxide charge, and the lithography driven line edge roughness (LER) [70] . The fluctuation in V T0 mainly depends on RDF, as the dopant concentration can vary up to ±10% [71] .
The variation of t ox gained more importance as the technology shirks it down. Using high-k insulators with larger physical t ox abates its influence on variation. Unlike t ox , the effect of the oxide charge on V T value does not represent a significant factor in modern fabrication technologies, especially when a MOSFET works at strong inversion mode [72] .
Let K' = µC ox (W/L), then an RDF of 10% with 5% variation in t ox can lead to variation of 100 mV in V T0 , 15% in K', and 5% in the source-bulk (C SB ) and the drain-bulk (C DB ) junction capacitances [73] .
Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology mitigates RDF, but an ultra-thin body SOI MOSFET raises more uniformity concerns. The high-k/ metal gate technology reduces RDF but creates metal gate granularity (MGG), which becomes among the major sources of V T0 in scaled bulk-MOSFETs [74] . In general, a MOSFET fabrication technology tends to decrease | V T0 | by; 1) strict control over doping fluctuation of the source and the drain; 2) strict control over the critical geometrical dimensions, such as the gate length and width of the MOSFET; 3) scaling up the gate insulator thickness; and 4) scaling up the junction depth [75] .
Choosing a MOSFET manufacturing technology with less control of characteristics can better serve chip authenticity applications.
2) LAYOUT AND MASKING LEVELS
Low lithography resolution is a major source of systematic local process variations. Such imprecision is treated with resolution enhancement techniques, such as phase shift masking by adding phase information to the mask, off-axis illumination to optimize the angles of light illuminating the mask, source polarization to control of the polarization of the illumination, source mask optimization, and optical proximity correction (OPC) to optimize the mask pattern shape [70] , [76] - [80] . Besides the lithography-related geometry variations, additional variations are added due to spacing, distances to the shallow trench isolation, and position variances of contacts. A regularized design and dummy features can greatly reduce the impact of systematic variability [81] .
Among the basic layout approaches that are commonly applied to reduce such variations are; 1) matching the orientation of the transistors' layouts to decrease mobility variations, 2) laying out transistors as close as possible and using common centroid layout to minimize gradients throughout the fabrication process, 3) using dummy gates at the sides of transistor layouts, 4) not laying out contacts on top of active gates, and 5) not laying out metal lines across active gates [82] .
Within an electronic PUF circuit, wherever the intrinsic variations are desired, the layout and masking processes can follow special approaches to oppose or at least avoid any variation-limiting effects, whereas the typical anti-variation approaches can still be implemented elsewhere.
3) DESIGN LEVEL
An intrinsic-based variation of a MOSFET's parameter among similarly designed MOSFETs within a chip is usually referred to as intra-die variation or mismatch.These variations can be due to random local effects (such as the nonflatness of the polysilicon gate due to granularity) and to t ox gradients over the chip. The general trend of MOSFET technology evolution is toward smaller horizontal dimensions, smaller physical t ox , smaller junction depth, heavier substrate doping, and (although not always) lower power supply voltage.
In Fig. 1 , a planar bulk MOSFET has as a mask length (L M ). This length is reduced due to depletion of the source and drain junctions by a length (L dep ) on each side, leaving a channel length (L), which is determined as [83] 
It is important to emphasize that L, L M , and L dep exist even without applying any external voltage at the MOSFET. After applying a voltage on the drain/source, lateral extents of the p-n depletion regions of the bulk-source and the bulk-drain are produced, they are denoted here as ( L S ) and ( L D ), respectively. When a voltage is applied at the gate, there will be a shared gate-source/gate-drain influence on the depletion charges of the channel at the source/drain sides, respectively. The remaining distance between the source and drain depletion is considered the effective channel length (L e ), where the diffusion charges are influenced by the gate voltage only [84] . Then the L e is calculated as
The effective length exists only when the channel is formed by applying external voltages at the MOSFET, while the bulksource and the bulk-drain depletions exist even without applying any external voltage to any of the MOSFET's terminals. A typical channel region contains only about L 1.5 e dopant atoms; therefore, as a MOSFET fabrication process is scaled down, mismatch due to dopant fluctuation increases [85] . Furthermore, since V T is inversely proportional to the square root of the device area [86] , the current would, therefore, have a similar dependency on the area. For example, in analog designs, to improve the current matching by a factor of 2, the device area is quadrupled. One of the approaches to achieve that is doubling both W and L [73] . For PUF applications, minimizing the area of the MOSFET device can increase the current mismatching. In small-geometry devices, there are more dominant factors that contribute to V T0 , such as non-uniform vertical and lateral doping concentrations, short channel, narrow width, and drain-induced barrier lowering.
Considering the short-channel effect (SCE) varies V T0 by a value denoted as ( V SCE T0 ), then:
where V SCE T0 here is considered positive, despite the channel type. The variation's sign in (3) is negative for nchannel and positive for p-channel. In other words, the term ± V SCE T0 always carries an opposite sign to V T0 , as the depletion regions around the junctions (the wells) reduce V T , where V SCE T0 ∝ (X j /L) [87] . On the other hand, in narrow-channel MOSFETs, when W is on the same magnitude order as the maximum depletion region thickness X dm , another source of variation that contributes to V T must be considered. In addition to the oxide thickness above the channel (t ox ), there is a thick field oxide (FOX), which covers the region around the channel to prevent the surface leakage currents between adjacent MOSFETs. The overlapped area between the gate electrode and FOX develops a low depletion region, which raises V T . This phenomenon is known as the narrow width effect (NWE) [88] . The narrow-channel-based variation of V T0 is denoted as ( V NWE T0 ), which always carries a positive sign. Then it affects V T as [87] 
where the variation sign in (4) is positive for n-channel and negative for p-channel. In other words, the term ± V NWE T0 always has a similar sign to V T0 , and if we consider the absolute values, then we can say that the narrow channel causes extra depletion charge that ultimately increases |V T |. Combining SCE and NWE, then V T is determined as
If we consider the case of a short-narrow n-channel, then the variations (− V SCE T0 ) and (+ V NWE T0 ) tend to cancel each other out, and a similar argument (but with opposite signs) is valid for a short-narrow p-channel [87] .
At the design level, a PUF designer should oppose the general anti-variation approaches which most analog designers follow, such as:
• To avoid the intra-chip mismatch among MOSFETs, which is attributed to statistical randomness, if the current should match, a high gate-to-source voltage (V GS ) is usually recommended to decrease the influence of V T [89] . Another approach to decrease the current mismatch by a factor of 2 is by squaring the MOSFET's area [73] . On the other hand, if the voltage should match, it is recommended to keep low V GS . That can be done by increasing the channel width-to-length (W/L) ratio [70] , [89] .
• In some cases, a designer can choose between using n-MOSFET or p-MOSFET. Usually, n-MOSFETs have more intrinsic variations than p-MOSFETs. The random discrete dopants, the LER, the polysilicon granularity of the gate electrode, and surface potential pinning at the poly-Si grain boundaries play important roles in the statistical variation of n-MOSFETs, while play negligible roles in p-MOSFET [90] .
• For resistors, an N-well diffusion resistor is less susceptible to the intrinsic variations due to its lower doping and larger volume. Furthermore, it is made of monocrystalline materials, which reduces the impact of defects and grain borders [91] . Alternatively, a MOSFET-base resistor is more susceptible to the intrinsic variations.
An effective approach to improve the uniqueness of MOSFET-based PUF design is to include short-channel MOSFETs and/or narrow-channel MOSFETs. In either way, V T would be more different among the equally scaled MOSFETs, which can eventually lead to more distinctive PUF chips. Since such differences are attributed to random intrinsic variations, it is quite probable to have unique properties for each PUF chip. Reversing or at least avoiding any variation-limiting approach allow for more intrinsic variations, which can create unique PUF chips.
III. METHODOLOGIES OF THE EC-PUF DESIGN
This section introduces the proposed EC-PUF system and schematics. It presents the EC-PUF design, protocol, error handling, CRP expansion, and other security aspects. The section also explains the applied variation and stability enhancements.
The EC-PUF is a mixed-signal PUF that is based on challenging groups of networked capacitors. Each group is referred to as a capacitive cell (CC). In the simulated design, the EC-PUF has eight CCs, as shown in Fig. 2 . A time-todigital converter (TDC) digitizes the discharge time of each CC into a 16-bit response chunk (RC). Concatenating all RCs yields a total response of 128 bit.
The uniqueness of the response is attributed to the uniqueness of the intrinsic variations throughout the fabrication process of the EC-PUF chip, especially of the analog units within the chip.
A. EC-PUF SCHEMATICS
The proposed EC-PUF comprises eight challenge-controlled CCs, eight comparators, eight 16-bit counters, one oscillator, one Schmitt trigger, and eight frequency dividers. It can accommodate an optional substitution box (S-box), as shown in Fig. 2 . The EC-PUF also includes two DACs, that are DAC1 and DAC2; each of eight challenge bits referred to as M and N, respectively. The challengecontrolled reference voltage is controlled by DAC1, while the challenge-controlled discharge load is controlled by DAC2.
Each CC consists of six sections of several parallelly networked n-MOSFET capacitors. Each section is to be challenged by a challenge-bit in the field (ch63-ch16). Fig. 3 illustrates a simplified CC model with only one section that has only one n-MOSFET capacitor. The CCs were constructed with n-MOSFETs to reduce the silicon area since an n-MOSFET has a greater charge per unit area than a p-MOSFET. The primary n-MOSFET capacitor (NM0) is charged each time an authentication phase is initiated; this enables a counter to generate a non-zero RC, even when every challenge (ch) bit within the capacitive challenge bits group (L') is set to a high voltage (typically 1 V), which represents a logic 1. The charging operation of the auxiliary n-MOSFET capacitor (NM1) is controlled by the ch bit. When ch is of a high voltage, and the charging control signal is applied at the gate of the main switch p-MOSFET (PM0), this makes the switch p-MOSFET (PM2) passes the charging current toward NM1.
To store larger charges in each capacitive section, NM0 and NM1 were extended parallelly with other n-MOSFETs. However, sizes and numbers of the n-MOSFETs within each section are random, to maintain unpredictability of the discharge times of each capacitive section enabled by a ch bit within an L' group of bits. The drains of all n-MOSFETs capacitors of all capacitive sections within a CC are joined into one terminal whose voltage is the capacitive cell's voltage (V cap ), as shown in Fig. 3 . The electric path of each V cap terminal toward the discharge load is controlled by a pass (or transmission) gate as a discharging control switch. Each of the eight pass gates consists of two parallelly connected MOSFETs; one p-MOSFET to better pass the high voltage around the drain voltage (V DD ) value, and one n-MOSFET to better pass the low voltage around the source voltage (V SS ) value.
The authentication phase starts when a low control signal of 0 V is applied at the gate of PM0. This control signal is generated from a timer unit within a microcontroller embedded within the smart card's chip. The width of the low-level pulse controls the charging time of the eight CCs and resets the eight counters. For our design, the minimum time required to fully charge the CCs in the proposed design is about 1 ns. It is not critical if the microcontroller is not capable of generating such a narrow pulse, as a wider charging time will not change the value the maximum charge (Q) of a CC.
The discharge phase starts when a high-level control signal of 1 V is applied by the microcontroller unit. This high-level signal shuts down PM0 of the eight CCs to stop the charging phase, enables the eight 16-bit counters, and simultaneously turns on the eight pass gates to connect each CC to its discharge load. Each discharge load is merely an n-MOSFET with a grounded source terminal.
When the control signal turns the eight pass gates on, this applies V cap of each of the eight CCs at its related discharge load n-MOSFETs. In this case, the discharging voltage across the drain-to-source (V dis ) equals V cap at the drain of the discharge load n-MOSFET.
The gates of all eight n-MOSFETs are driven by one discharge controlling voltage (V Dis−Ctrl ), as shown in Fig. 2 . V Dis−Ctrl is the analog output voltage (Analog) of DAC2, as shown in Fig. 4 . The eight challenge bits (ch15-ch8) control 256 levels of V Dis−Ctrl , which drives the gates of the eight discharge-load n-MOSFETs. Alternatively, the analog voltage of DAC1 represents the reference voltage V ref for all comparators, as shown in Fig. 2 . In other words, the challenge bits (ch15-ch0) control 256 levels of V ref at the eight comparators.
The voltage across each discharge load n-MOSFET that is V dis drives a non-inverting input of a comparator. Each comparator gives an output voltage equals to V DD when the applied V dis at its non-inverting input is greater or equal to V ref . Each comparator's output represents an enabling signal (E) that controls a 16-bit counter. The schematic in Fig. 4 illustrates DAC1/DAC2, where each is an 8-bit DAC and constructed as a MOSFET-based R-2R ladder. Each DAC was designed to output low analog voltages, especially DAC2, which drives all eight discharge loads. Each discharge load is implemented here as an n-MOSFET that functions within the subthreshold margin to maintain a discharging time that is large enough to be measured by digitizing it through a 16-bit counter that is clocked by a high frequency. The final digital value that appears at a counter is an RC, which does not necessarily represent the discharge time, as a large discharge time and a high-frequency clock collaborate toward overflowing the related counter. The actual digital representation for a discharge time of a CC is referred to here as the nonrouletted response chunk (NRC). For a 16-bit counter, the decimal representation of RC is the remainder after dividing NRC by 2 16 . Such modulo (MOD) operation is represented here as RC = MOD 2 16 (NRC). Among the eight CCs, there is one CC with small charge storage capacity, whose discharge time is digitized by a relatively lower frequency to prevent its related 16-bit counter from overflowing. We call this CC the reference capacitive cell and its non-rouletted response the reference response chunk (RRC).
The discharge load n-MOSFETs were sized similarly in this design, although they can be scaled differently. Nevertheless, since these n-MOSFETs are scaled at minimum feature size, the intrinsic mismatch variations of the fabrication process would still contribute to the individuality of each RC locally within the same chip and globally among the similar EC-PUF chips. The eight comparators were also scaled identically, but they were designed, laid out, and to be masked according to conventional anti-variation approaches, yet some variation is also expected to contribute to the individuality of the response.
A supply voltage of analog and mixed-signal chips is usually controlled by a bandgap reference (BGR) regulating circuit, which can sustain the voltage within a variation window of a few millivolts. The proposed design did not include a voltage regulator, as it is assumed to be pre-existing among the other system-on-chip units; however, we used only a BGR circuit for the comparators. This enables the simulation to emphasize the effect of the voltage variation on the CCs and the DAC units, which ultimately shifts the response value up or down.
B. BASIC AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL
The response of most PUFs is also used as an ID and/or cryptographic key [51] , [92] . Combining the authentication with the identification/cryptography eliminates error-tolerability and hence an on-chip ECC unit becomes essential. Instead, the basic protocol of the EC-PUF requires to retrieve the ID information from an on-chip NVM, as most of today's smart cards and RFID tags, but embedding an on-chip PUF makes the ID data security less crucial. A basic verification phase protocol of the EC-PUF can be summarized in three main steps:
• The smart card/tag reader sends the ID to the verifier side. According to that ID, the VS randomly picks a 64-bit challenge and sends it to the EC-PUF. These challenges were measured and archived during the enrollment phase.
• The PUF receives a 64-bit input challenge and generates a 128-bit output response. The PUF sends the response to the verifier side without correcting it on-chip.
• The VS correlates the received RCs to the archived ones.
To analyze the environmental-driven shifts within the NRCs' values, the VS may simply analyze the RRC's shift to evaluate the shifting trend of all NRCs. It can also apply an extrapolation approach to better achieve its verification task. It may also include an artificial intelligence structure to achieve its verification analysis, which can also help to handle the aging-driven shifts within the NRCs.
Ultimately, if the authenticator approves the authenticity of the EC-PUF chip, it allows the smart card to proceed to the next requested step.
C. THE EC-PUF MODEL
In this section, we model the EC-PUF design and discuss the major influential parameters. The considered parameters are listed in Table 1 . The blue blocks in Fig. 5 refer to the digital portions of the EC-PUF model. Unlike the analog portions, the intrinsic variations usually do not alter the digital data processed with these units. The right blue block represents the parameters that impact an RC. It includes the period of counting activation E, the number of the bits of the counter (C), the clock pulse frequency applied at the counter after dividing the central frequency f by a divisor D. The RC of a CC is then represented as R (E, C, f/ D).
The left blue block in Fig. 5 illustrates the possibility of adding an S-box to add more confusion against model attacks. Furthermore, it is also possible to insert an authentication key at the S-box to add another level of security. The key in Fig. 5 can be provided from the authenticator side either as a permanent security code within an on-chip NVM (which represents a security threat) or through a secure communication channel as a short-term or even as a one-time password [93] , [94] . Embedding an S-box is optional, and its structure can go from a few basic gates to plenty of various combinatorial logic blocks. It can be constructed in such a way that a chunk of the challenge bits (L') at one CC can influence (L') of other CCs.
In standard advanced encryption standard (AES), the S-box only applies the confusion concept of cryptography [95] . In our proposed EC-PUF design, an optional S-box can be added to serve both confusion and diffusion concepts. The diffusion within the EC-PUF can be applied when the design wires some of the challenge bits (L') of some or all CC as input to the S-box. For the EC-PUF, since the complexity of the S-box can vary widely depending on the application requirements, and since adding an S-box here is totally optional, the S-box is not included within the area and the power measurements.
D. EC-PUF FREQUENCY ASPECTS
Many microcontrollers operate at low internal frequencies.
For example, the LPC8N04 microcontroller has a maximum internal frequency of 8 MHz [96] ; then its timer can control the EC-PUF with a minimum period of 125 ns. In other words, although the EC-PUF's capacitors require only 1 ns to be fully charged, the charging time will be 125 ns. This is not a problem for the EC-PUF; instead, this makes it compatible with most of today's microcontrollers despite their internal frequencies. As after the charging control signal rises, the microcontroller can count a number of its internal clock pulses as waiting time and then read the 128-bit response, without the need for handshaking of control signals nor synchronization. The waiting time depends on the environmental conditions and corners of the chip. For the proposed chip, a waiting time of 750 µs is sufficient.
The clock pulse frequency here represents the sampling rate of the time-to-digital conversion. The higher a counter's clock pulse rate, the more precise the time-to-digital conversion would be. This ultimately enhances the ability to detect the distinct properties of each individual EC-PUF chip. A high frequency can overflow the seven non-reference counters, making them act like roulette wheels. This behavior promotes the confusing factor, which helps resist the modeling attacks. The proposed EC-PUF design includes a high-frequency ring oscillator instead of relying on the inner frequency of the microcontroller, which is generally low.
On the other hand, there are limitations on the frequency rate, as high frequency costs extra dynamic power. Besides, there is the limitation of propagation delay throughout each synchronous counter. This delay primarily depends on MOSFET technology, design, manufacturing, and environmental variations. Furthermore, the reference counter, which is affiliated with the smallest CC to generate the (nonrouletted) reference response, will also be overflown if a greater frequency is applied to it.
The maximum frequency that can run the 16-bit reference counter without rouletting was measured under these conditions; 1) the six input challenge bits which control the reference CC were all set to 0 V to achieve the maximum charge; 2) the eight input challenge bits which control the discharge loads were all set to 1 V to achieve the largest resistive load; 3) the eight input challenge bits which control the reference voltage at all comparators were all set to 1 V to achieve the largest time for the enabling signal E; 4) the simulation temperature was set at a minimum of −55 o C; and 5) the supply voltage (V DD ) was set at a minimum value of 1 V. Under those conditions, the discharge time of the reference CC was 29.38703 µs. Then, for the reference counter to count 65,535 without rouletting, its clock should not exceed 2.23 GHz. The initial frequency f of the oscillator at those conditions was 3.95 GHz. This frequency is central for all counters.
Our EC-PUF design includes a frequency division unit that contains eight digital frequency dividers. The central frequency is divided by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8 divisors. Some divisors can be selected by the challenge, either directly (as implemented here) or through the S-box. For example, one of the challenge bits in this design opts one of the divisors to be 3 or 2. The intrinsic and environmental variations within the oscillator and the Schmitt trigger add randomness and uniqueness for the EC-PUF chip; even though the Schmitt trigger per se does not alter the frequency, its loading effect on the oscillator does.
A digital frequency divider preserves a precise frequency division, which both the intrinsic and the environmental variations cannot alter. This helps the authorized VS to handle the environmental-driven effects that are supposed to shift the eight RCs.
In the proposed EC-PUF, the central frequency (f) is digitally divided by three, before running counter-A which is related to the smallest CC (CC-A). At low frequency (f A = f/3), counter-A digitizes the small discharge time of CC-A (t A ), this ensures that counter-A will not be overflown, that is to consider RC-A the reference response chunk (RRC) for the EC-PUF.
Alternatively, the central frequency (f) directly runs counter-B, in other words, (f B = f/1). Counter-B is related to the largest CC (CC-B), which generates the largest discharge time (t B ). Aside from the environmental factors, such as temperature and voltage, the value of t B mainly depends on the challenge bits L' B , M and N. A large t B along with a high f B may overflow (roulette) counter-B, then the actual number of counts is the non-rouletted count (NRC-B); while the final count which counter-B will stop at, and a microcontroller will read and send to the VS is the response chunk (RC-B). Each counter within the proposed EC-PUF is of 16 bits, then:
In equation (6), both count values NRC-B and RC-B are in decimal. The modulo equation in (6) is applicable to all counters within the proposed EC-PUF. It is also obvious from (6) that if a counter is not overflown, then its RC will equal its NRC.
• At a verification phase, unlike attackers, the VS can access RC-B, NRC-B, and RRC which were archived during the enrollment phase and can relate them to RC-B and RRC which are received at a verification phase. Similarly, the VS can overview all RCs to figure out the common environmental-driven shifting trend in their values. This enables the VS to reverse equation (6) to determine all NRCs. This is the main concept which enables the proposed EC-PUF to eliminate on-chip ECC unit or any other form of on-chip helper data. If the enrollment phase of the EC-PUF is done under a central frequency f, then RR-B can be determined as:
Since the central frequency (f) is digitally divided by constant divisors to generate a constant ratio of (f) for each counter, such as (f A = f/3), then equation (7) indicates that having a different (f) at a verification phase does not alter RR-B, as long as there is a degree of constancy in the rate t B /t A under all environmental conditions. Centralizing the controlling voltage of all discharge loads by one DAC (DAC-2) and the reference voltage at all comparators by one DAC (DAC-1) helps to maintain a degree of stability for the discharge time ratios and the non-rouletted response ratios (RRs). Archiving the RRs as off-chip helper data is a key concept to handle the environmental-based effects on the NRCs.
E. ERROR HANDLING
During an authentication phase, a PUF usually generates a response with some inevitable rate of errors. Some errors are attributed to temporal variations in the environment, such as the variation in temperature, voltage, or frequency. To handle such errors, an on-chip ECC is usually embedded, but since it is insecure, eliminating it is one of the objectives of the proposed EC-PUF. The EC-PUF exploits the correlations among the individual RCs to handle the environmental-driven shifts of the RCs' values and ultimately to authenticate the EC-PUF chip. There are two main features which support the VS to handle the environmental-driven shifts in the generated RCs: • Within the digital portion, there is a central f for all counters, although it is divided by various divisors since they are known to the VS. Among the 128-bit response, the total effect of the environmental effects is conveyed to the remote VS by the 16-bit RRC. The only specialty about the RRC is that its CC is relatively small, and its counter's frequency should be relatively low to avoid rouletting its 16-bit counter. Alternatively, there are no limitations to the CC size nor the counter's frequency regarding the other seven 16-bit RCs. A VS is supposed to analyze each RC with a degree of tolerance, which eliminates the need for an on-chip ECC unit.
The VS can reconfigure its tolerance margins to tolerate the environmental effects on the EC-PUF chip. The tolerance margins control the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the false rejection rate (FRR) of the authentication phase. The proposed EC-PUF not only eliminates on-chip ECC but also gives the authorized VS flexibility to handle errors.
F. CRP EXPANSION
A group of similarly produced objects is referred to as a class [97] . A class of PUF chips can be challenged by one 64-bit challenge word only since each chip generates a unique response, which eventually creates a unique CRP for each individual chip. It is evident that only the number of response bits can limit the population of a class. The output response word of the proposed EC-PUF consists of 128 bits and hence a difference of one bit permits a population of about 3.4E+38 chips. The CRP expansion aims to balance constraints of area, power, population, and security.
G. THE EC-PUF VARIATION ASPECTS
In the EC-PUF schematic, we applied variation-aware aspects, based on the type and the scale of some components:
• The C-PUF in [25] has square-shaped n-MOSFET capacitors to save the area, whereas the EC-PUF has short-wide n-MOSFET capacitors with a minimum channel length to support attaining more intrinsic variation throughout the fabrication process.
• The two DAC ladders introduced in [25] were based on diffusion N-well resistors. Instead, the EC-PUF ladders were designed using MOSFETs in the subthreshold region as resistors. Such ladders can cause more random variations and save area. Each of these MOSFET-based resistors has a long, narrow channel. The non-square MOSFETs in the two DAC ladders achieve a high electrical resistivity with less physical size and more intrinsic variation.
H. APPLICABLE VARIATION ENHANCEMENTS
At layout and masking levels, causing fabrication variations requires the layout and masking engineer to act exactly in the opposite direction against any variation-limiting approaches. For example, PUF masks are better with PUF-aware OPC applied to improve their uniqueness [98] , [99] . This approach can be applied wherever a variation is required in a portion of the circuit, whereas a regular OPC can normally be applied elsewhere.
Choosing a fabrication technology with high-rate intrinsic variations can help acquire distinct PUF chips. Besides, it is sometimes possible to influence certain fabrication stages to achieve more variations as a kind of PUF-aware fabrication.
I. MEASUREMENT ENHANCEMENT
Most generic microcontrollers adopt low-power approaches, including lowering the clock pulse of the internal oscillator. Our first C-PUF [25] relied on the internal frequency of the microcontroller, assuming a frequency of 100 MHz. This frequency represented the sampling rate of the TDC units. Alternatively, the EC-PUF includes a high-frequency oscillator for higher sampling rates, which enhances the precision of the time-to-digital conversion to better indicate tinier intrinsic variations in the form of RCs.
J. CRP ENHANCEMENT
Increasing the total challenge bits to 64 in the EC-PUF, instead of 21-bit in the C-PUF [25] , enhances the security by two aspects; longer challenge word string and more possible CRP choices.
Furthermore, since it is safer to use each CRP only once throughout a PUF's lifetime, then extending the number of the possible CRPs allows more authentications. This can support an extended lifetime for a PUF chip as well as for its attached product, such as a smart card or RFID tag.
K. THE EC-PUF STABILITY ASPECTS
The stability-enhancing is discussed here in terms of thermal aspects and transient aspects.
1) THERMAL ASPECTS
The magnitudes of the drain currents vary with temperature due to variations of the threshold voltage and the mobilities of the charged carriers. It is well known that both the threshold voltage and the mobility are inversely proportional to the temperature. In linear and saturation modes, increasing the threshold voltage increases the drain current; decreasing the mobility decreases the current. At lower V GS , the variation in V T dominates; therefore, increasing the temperature increases the drain current. At higher V GS , mobility dominates; therefore, increasing the temperature decreases the drain current. At some V GS , both effects cancel each other out, and the drain current does not change with temperature. As a rule of thumb, when V GS is much less than V T , the temperature rises the drain current, whereas when (V GS = V DD ), the temperature reduces the drain current.
Furthermore, when working in subthreshold mode, a subthreshold drain current of p-MOSFET is very much less affected by temperature variations than n-MOSFET. On the other hand, at saturation mode, the drain current of a p-MOSFET is slightly more affected than in n-MOSFET [100] . In the proposed EC-PUF, most MOSFETs within both R-2R ladders (DAC1 and DAC2) operate in subthreshold mode; therefore, the ladders' implementation was mostly based on p-MOSFETs, for more thermal stability compared to n-MOSFETs; however, to implement better pull-down circuit, the foot of each ladder is an n-MOSFET, as shown in Fig. 4 .
2) TRANSIENT ASPECTS
The DAC ladders are to be initiated before the charge/discharge controlling pulse, to assure stability when the discharge begins. The DAC ladders do not have any switching activity through the entire challenging time of the EC-PUF circuit. Therefore, using slow resistive MOSFETs does not set back the DAC performance. The pulse width time of the charge/discharge control signal depends on the microcontroller's internal clock frequency. On the other hand, for the MOSFET capacitors, even the time of 2 ns was enough to have the capacitors fully charged; however, most microcontrollers already run at much slower pulse rates. This makes the EC-PUF maintain its stability with most generic microcontrollers.
L. SECURITY ASPECTS
Similar chips are referred to as a class. They can be challenged by one 64-bit challenge, as the unique response of each chip is what matters most. However, for security measures, each CRP is safer to be used once only, to thwart MITM attacks. At each authentication attempt, the authorized authenticator randomly chooses a challenge among the archived CRP list, so an attacker cannot predict the upcoming challenge. In addition, the EC-PUF can have an S-box, as shown in Fig. 2 . and Fig. 5 . This optional S-box serves both confusion and diffusion purposes at the same time. Furthermore, a key can either be inserted by the smart card reader's keypad, stored in on-chip NVM, or received from the verifier side. It is also possible to relate that key to the encrypting key of the communication with the verifier side. A bruteforce modeling attack should overcome the environmental variations of voltage, temperature, and frequency, besides the large number of possible response combinations, which is raised by the roulette-effect.
The communications between the PUF and the microcontroller are internal, and the communications with the verifier side over the internet are secured as well. Exploring the internal structure of the targeted chip, whether by basic optical attacks or by x-rays, is a vital step in planning a suitable approach to attack the targeted chip. However, knowing the internal structure still does not ensure accurate modeling due to the different doping rates and other complex factors of each MOSFET within the EC-PUF design. Besides, in general, it is difficult to model the environmental effects on mixed-signal PUFs. It is worth mentioning that to the best of the authors' knowledge, no successful attack on any mixed-signal PUF was reported until the writing time.
For the EC-PUF, a DPA attack will have to analyze a short charging phase of about 1 ns; furthermore, all CCs withdraw their charging currents simultaneously. It is true that the total current is correlated to the challenge-activated capacitors, but their distribution among the CCs is not known to an outsider unless the attacker can probe the individual current of each CC. This hardens the DPA attack unless achieving direct contacts for the microprobes to each CC. The physical access to the internal details of the EC-PUF chip implies an invasive attack, which is not feasible against the suggested active coating packaging for the EC-PUF chip.
The best bet for an attacker would be applying EM probing, measuring the eight different frequencies and the counters' stop times to reveal the NRC of all counters. However, among the 128 flip-flops, only 16 work simultaneously as a 16-bit counter, and some counters may meet at the same rising edge at different times. This involves determining the physical wiring of each response bit, which can be more difficult if a designer arbitrarily wires the 128 response bits to the microcontroller. The VS is to be programmed to sort out the proper position of the received response bit among the eight RCs. The PUF-to-microcontroller data bus is internal and to be protected by an active coating; therefore, if an attacker tries to indicate the stop time of each counter, this requires removing the active coating and possibly some higher metal layers, which will destroy the EC-PUF system.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This section presents the tests we performed on the proposed EC-PUF design. We also discuss the basic verification approaches for the EC-PUF. In our simulation, we focused on the discharge time and RC of the smallest and largest CCs. Table 2 lists the related objective and metrics of each test. We carried out two categories of variation tests; environmental and intrinsic.
A. ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION TESTS
The EC-PUF chip is intended to be embedded in smart cards and other portable devices that would work under various environmental conditions. Therefore, the effects of the variations in temperature and voltage were tested. The RCs of the smallest and the largest CCs were compared as part of the ECC elimination approach. The environmental variation tests carried out are categorized as follows:
1) THERMAL VARIATION TESTS
The thermal variation effect on the discharge times and the RCs of the smallest and largest CCs were simulated in the range (−55 • to 125 • ) C.
2) VOLTAGE VARIATION TESTS
The effect of the supply voltage variation on the discharge times and the RCs of the smallest and the largest CCs was simulated in the range (1-1.2) V.
3) THERMAL AND VOLTAGE VARIATION TESTS
The collective effect of both thermal and voltage variations was measured to study the worst error case. This was to attain the maximum tolerance rate, which the VS should adopt to maintain a suitable FAR and FRR.
B. INTRINSIC VARIATION TESTS
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted to test the effect of the intrinsic randomness of the manufacturing process on the uniqueness of EC-PUF chips. That is by measuring the variance of their discharge times, which ultimately reflect on the EC-PUF chips' responses. We adopted the coefficient of variation (CV) of the discharge time as a metric for the uniqueness of the EC-PUF chip. The first Monte Carlo simulation was to measure the effect of the global, interdie, or process variation among the EC-PUF chips within a silicon wafer on the discharge times of the CCs. The second simulation of Monte Carlo also added the local, intra-die, or mismatch variation among devices within each EC-PUF chip. This was to assess the effect of the total variations on the discharge times.
In both simulations, the discharge times of the smallest and largest CCs were measured to evaluate the influence of a CC's size on the uniqueness of the discharge time.
The CV of a discharge time is a generic parameter of an RC uniqueness. The frequency of the clock pulse to each counter is not of concern here, as it is mostly high enough to indicate even the minute differences in discharge times, and in the end, the concatenation of the eight distinct 16-bit RCs results in a unique 128-bit response for each EC-PUF chip.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses the area of the layout and the average consumed power. The section also discusses the effect of simulations of temperature, voltage, and intrinsic variation on the time of discharge and the responses generated.
It would be erroneously assumed that a lower supply voltage would store less charge in the capacitors; therefore, a shorter discharge time would be expected. But in fact, the influence of the supply voltage on the two DAC R-2R converters is more significant. Therefore, supplying a lower supply voltage leads to longer discharge times for all eight CCs.
The longest discharge time was attained at a minimum temperature of −55 • C. The discharge load controlling bits ch15−ch8 were set to a high voltage of 1V as logic 1s. Similarly, the comparator's controlling bits ch7 − ch0 were set to logic 1s; all the capacitors within that CC were enabled and charged by a minimum VDD of 1V. Under typical corners conditions for the MOSFETs, the average data processing time was 118 µs. To determine the maximum time which a microcontroller should wait before reading the RCs, the longest discharge time was determined using Monte Carlo simulation for the total intrinsic variations of 100 chip samples. The simulation showed that the largest CC required 715 µs to discharge, and this is the required time to generate its RC. It would, therefore, be safe to program a microcontroller timer to wait for about 750 µs before reading the 128-bit response.
The proposed design processes a 64-bit input challenge to generate a 128-bit output response. The design area is 22,470 µm2, and it consumes an average power of 921.67 µW. The analog portion consumed an average power of 131.5 µW, this includes the oscillator, Schmitt trigger, two DACs, and eight comparators. Charging all CCs consumed an average power of 67 nW, with a peak instantaneous current of 385.5 µA. The digital units, which include the frequency dividers, clock gating, and counters, consumed 792.4 µW.
The results and discussion are divided into environmental and intrinsic variations.
A. ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION RESULTS
It is essential to study the effects of the environmental variations on the proposed EC-PUF chip. Under the environmental variations, the simulation results are divided into thermal and voltage variations.
1) THERMAL VARIATION RESULTS
To study the EC-PUF at its worst-case scenario of thermal variations, the basic EC-PUF design did not include any frequency stabilization. Fig. 6 shows that the central frequency (f) varies inversely to the temperature. However, it is assumed here that the supplied voltage is regulated to 1V at both the enrollment and the verification phases. Fig. 7 shows the temperature variation effect on the discharge time and the decimal representation of the RRC. It is clear from Fig. 7 that the time-to-digital conversion produces an RC that is linear to the discharge time. Fig. 7 shows that the discharge time varies reversely to the temperature; however, the response value does not overflow counter-A. On the other hand, Fig. 8 shows that excess of t B overflows counter-B; therefore, it acts as a digital roulette, and the value of RC-B varies even against the same applied L'challenge chunk at CC-B. Fig. 9 shows the ratio of the discharge times' ratio (t B /t A ) and Fig. 10 shows the ratio of the non-rouletted value of RC-B to RC-A, that is (NRC-B/RRC), which is denoted as (RR-B), both vary with the temperature. One of the reasons behind such inconsistency is that the generic comparator used in this design has an overdrive of 50 mV with a response time of 38 ns. This delay enables the related counter to count for an extended time, and with such a high frequency, this makes a significant difference in the counted value. Each different CC creates a different input impedance, which also varies with temperature, and impacts the transition slope from 1 V to 0 V of each comparator's output.
Each output represents an enable signal E for its related counter. With such high frequencies, even a slight change in the slope can impact the NRC of the counter. We studied the worst-case scenario with the largest CC, that is CC-B, which at certain conditions generates the largest NRC. Dividing this NRC by the RRC yields the largest RR, which is related to the smallest CC, that is labeled here as CC-A. We set all the bits of N challenge field to 1s to have the least V ref , this is to achieve the maximum counted values related to t A and t B . We chose the challenging field L' (for both CCs) of all 0's to stored the maximum charge in CC-A and CC-B. We also chose an M challenging field of all ones; this makes all the discharge loads implemented by n-MOSFETs at their maximum impedance. When the discharge phase is initiated by the charging/discharging control signal, the impedance of each CC becomes in parallel to its related n-MOSFET discharge load. The total impedance of each CC with its parallel discharge n-MOSFET affects the input impedance of its related comparator. Having a larger n-MOSFET impedance gives the impedance of the CC more influence. Furthermore, since each CC consists of tens of parallel n-MOSFETs, this makes a CC have less impedance and more susceptibility to the thermal effects. This explains the variations in the ratio of discharge times (t B /t A ) in Fig. 9 and RR-B in Fig. 10 when the temperature varies. However, the RR variation shrinks against other challenges that cause shorter discharge times and when the size difference between the CCs is less, as such conditions reduce the discharge time ratios, hence the RR.
Here we discuss two different verification handling approaches that a VS can apply to verify a CC like CC-B despite the thermal-driven shifts in its RC-B and NRC-B values, without employing an on-chip ECC unit.
a: RATIO-BASED VERIFICATION
We have simulated the enrollment phase at 25 o C and V DD of 1 V for the challenge that causes the maximum discharge time. Counter-B generated a binary NRC-B which in decimal equals 197375. The authorized enroller knows that counter-B counted 197375 and shows a final count of 767. Alternatively, counter-A generated a 16-bit binary RRC, which equals 15232 in decimal, and since it is smaller than 65536, it did not roulette counter-A. In other words, counter-A did not apply a MOD function to the base 65536. Then RR-B is 12.9579.
During the enrollment phase, the seven RCs, NRCs, and their RRs besides the RRC are to be archived in a safe server where the enrollment data are only accessible by the authorized authenticator or a trusted third party, depending on the authentication protocol.
At a verification phase, under unknown temperature, the authenticator can assume that all the received RCs were shifted similarly, trend-wise but not quantity-wise, and all RCs are generated under similar, but not necessarily identical, environmental factors.
As an example of a verification phase at a different temperature, we have set the temperature to −10 • C. We considered the worst-case scenario where the microcontroller does not convey the temperature to the verifier side. Counter-A gave 22090. Then the authenticator expects NRC-B to be around 12.9579 × 22090 , that is 286240. After applying the MOD function to base 65536, this yields 24096. In the simulation, RC-B at counter-B was 18161. The difference between the expected and the generated values can be considered for that CRP as a tolerance margin for NRC-B.
The frequency was not stabilized; at 25 o C it was 3.09684 GHz, while at -10 • C was 3.59,985 GHz; however, this should not affect the response rate, as the frequency is eliminated as in (7) . A more extreme case was simulated under −55 • C, counter-A had 43775, then the authenticator expects NRC-B of approximately 12.9579 × 43775 , that is 567232, whereas counter-B had an RC-B of only 526675.
If the VS finds the shifting trends among the eight RCs consistent, such shifts can be attributed to natural causes rather than security threats. This comparison helps the VS to decide whether to accept or reject the entire 128-bit response. The consistency among the eight RCs also played a key role in eliminating the on-chip ECC unit.
Using the same RR of an NRC at different temperatures can save both enrollment and verification phases' time, cost, and computational resources. However, it requires the VS to adopt wider margins of error tolerance. This raises the FAR and lowers the FRR, which may still be acceptable depending on the authentication application, especially since analyzing the general shift trend among all NRCs plays a major role in the authentication process.
b: RATIO-BASED VERIFICATION GUIDED BY INDIVIDUAL TRENDS
As RRs such as RR-B vary with temperature, as shown in Fig. 10 , a more precise approach requires archiving the individual trend of the RR and the individual trend of each RC at different temperatures. This implies:
• At the enrollment phase, each challenge is applied at several temperatures; this creates a set of different RRs for each CC. These data sets of all CCs are archived at the server. This enrollment phase is slow and requires controlling the thermal condition. It is possible to reduce the required number of measurements by choosing the most dominant temperatures for the targeted application. For example, for banking smart cards in Europe and North America, the trend of the RCs through temperatures (−25, 0, and 25) • C can make a good fit for smart card/RFID applications. The trend equation (y) of the RRC and NRC of each of the other seven chunks against the temperature (x) are driven and archived at the server. Fig. 11 shows the trends of chunk-A (RRC) and the non-rouletted value of chunk-B (NRC-B) against the temperature variation. The number of the measured temperature points was (N = 37). When relating the NRC-B data set to the RRC data set, this makes the degree of freedom (DF) equal to (N-2 = 35). Pearson's correlation factor (r) was determined from the related data and is usually represented as r(35) = 0.9998. This correlation value represents a largely positive relationship between the two sets of responses. We also found that the statistical correlation coefficient, a.k.a. the probability value (P), has a value of 5.8998E-63. This extremely small P indicates a significant statistical correlation between the two response sets.
• At a verification phase, the VS can utilize the archived trends. Starting with the received value of RC-A, which is also the RRC, the VS substitutes the RRC value into y to find the temperature x. If RRC is out of that archived range of responses, that means the temperature at the EC-PUF is out of the archived range. In such cases, the VS can apply the extrapolation approach based on the closest archived RRC value to estimate the temperature x.
• Since all CCs are assumed to have the same temperature, the VS can substitute the calculated value of x into the trends of the other NRCs, like NRC-B. The VS applies the MOD function to the base 65536 to find RC-B, to compare this estimated value to the received one. Similarly, the VS can estimate all the other RCs.
• The VS can analyze the shift trends of all eight RCs to check their consistency, then ultimately decide whether to accept or reject the entire 128-bit response.
• The VS can also substitute the determined value of x into the trend equation, as shown in Fig. 10 , to determine the RR at this temperature. If the value of x is out of the archived range, the VS can apply the extrapolation approach based on the closest archived x value to estimate the RR. This way, RR is determined at that specific temperature, which makes it more accurate. The VS can then apply the ratio-based verification approach explained in (a), but this time, the difference diminishes between the determined RC and the received one. This enables the VS to set finer margins of error tolerance and become more definite about the authenticity of the EC-PUF chip.
2) VOLTAGE VARIATION RESULTS
Voltage variation is another vital environmental variation factor that influences all the RCs. An increment in the supplied V DD increases the oscillator's frequency, as shown in Fig. 12 . The oscillator's frequency represents the central frequency for all frequency dividers. The enroller does not need to measure the frequency, as it is eliminated when determining the RR between the RR, that is RC-A, and each of the other seven RCs. Fig. 13 shows that the discharge time varies inversely to Fig. 16 should be constant; however, both vary inversely to the voltage. The output slope for each comparator varies with the voltage, the CC size, and the structure of the networked capacitors within each CC. Increasing the supplied voltage significantly affects the eight discharge loads and the reference voltage at the comparator inputs, which are centrally controlled by DAC1 for all eight comparators. In comparison to the other analog components of the EC-PUF, the comparators are less affected by voltage variation, as their voltage is regulated by a central BGR circuit. The VS can handle the voltage variation effects similar to the temperature variation. However, a large voltage variation is not such an inevitable factor, as precise voltage regulation is possible with circuits such as the BGR, which can regulate the supplied voltage with an error of just a few microvolts. Voltage regulation is mainly essential for the analog portion of the EC-PUF chip. On the other hand, the digital units such as the S-box, the eight AND gates, and the eight counters do not require such a tight voltage regulation.
We studied the worst-case considering the voltage supplied to the oscillator, the Schmitt trigger, the CCs, and the DAC ladders is not regulated. As a worst-case scenario for the voltage variation of 100 mV, we simulated a verification phase at a voltage of 1.1 V; cell-A generated 4525 counts. In this case, the VS presumes counter-B should have an NRC-B of 12.9579 × 4525 , that is 58635 counts. Since it is less than 65536, the VS does not need to apply MOD function, or even if it does, it also gets 58635 counts. Through simulation, counter-B gave an NRC-B of 69035 counts. This difference of 10400 counts can be tolerated by the VS. We also studied a more extreme variant of 200 mV; at 1.2 V, counter-A had 1415 counts. Then the VS presumes that counter-B should have NRC-B of 12.9579 × 1426 , that is 18478 counts. The simulation showed that counter-B gave an NRC-B of 24001 counts. This 5623 difference can be considered within the tolerance margin for NRC-B. It is obvious that increasing the voltage makes the discharge times shorter. This was the worst-case scenario where the voltage varies by 200 mV, and we studied the largest NRC. That was generated by the largest CC while being challenged with (L', M, N) which cause the largest discharge time.
Although the simulated EC-PUF design can function at the voltage range (1-1.2) V, we optimized it for 1 V and assumed the enrollment and the verification phases to be done in the range (1-1.1) V. This means the VS can set narrower tolerance margins for the NRCs than in the worst-case scenario studied above. The correlation between the response rates under various voltages is shown in Fig. 17 . The number of the measured voltage points was (11) . When relating NRC-B data set to RRC data set, this makes DF equal to (9) , and r(9)= 0.9989. This correlation value represents a largely positive relationship between the two sets of responses. We also found that P has a value of 2.47E-13. This extremely small P indicates a significant statistical correlation between the two response sets.
The total shift in the value of any NRC depends on both temperature and voltage shifts. It is clear from Fig. 9 and Fig. 15 that the effects of temperature and voltage on the discharge time oppose each other. The resulted response is also influenced by the frequency if it is not stabilized. Also, Fig. 6 and Fig. 12 show that the temperature and the voltage have opposing effects on the central frequency (f). The influence of the frequency is eliminated anyway, as in (7) . The inaccuracy of the generic comparators used in the design makes the discharge time ratio of cell-B to cell-A increase with both temperature and voltage variations, therefore the VS should set a margin of tolerance when analyzing the response at a verification phase.
Even when considering the worst-case scenario which is when neither the temperature nor the voltage is conveyed to the verifier side, and neither the voltage nor frequency is firmly stabilized, the proposed EC-PUF is still able to handle these variations, and the VS can authenticate the chip. 
B. INTRINSIC VARIATION RESULTS
The intrinsic fabrication variations were simulated to estimate the randomness contribution to the individuality of each EC-PUF chip if it is fabricated by a typical MOSFET technology. 100 hundred chips were generated and tested using Monte Carlo simulation guided by the generic process design kit gpdk045 for oxide-polysilicon gated planar MOSFET with BSIM4-model. Throughout the simulation, a supply voltage of 1V and a temperature of 25 o C were considered. The intrinsic variation is usually divided into global and local variations. For the EC-PUF chip, Monte Carlo simulation was run for the global and total variations.
1) LOCAL INTRINSIC VARIATION
The effects of the local variations of the largest CC (cell-B) and the smallest CC (cell-A) were simulated. An input challenge was applied to both CCs. The resulted discharge time distributions of both CCs are shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 , respectively. The discharge time t B in Fig. 18 is to be digitized by a counter runs at a frequency f/1; similarly, the discharge time t A in Fig. 19 is to be sampled by a frequency f/3. For cell-B, Fig. 18 shows that the discharge time's mean of 100 chip samples against an arbitrary challenge was 68.1642 µs, and the standard deviation was 17.8477 µs. Fig. 19 illustrates the discharge time distribution of cell-A; its mean was 17.255 µs, and its standard deviation was 4.95769 µs. When we compared the standard deviation to the mean of each CC, we found that the largest CC had a CV of 26.18%, compared with 28.73% for the smallest CC.
2) GLOBAL INTRINSIC VARIATION
The effects of the global variations of the largest CC (cell-B) and the smallest CC (cell-A) were simulated. Fig. 20 shows that the discharge time's mean of 100 chip samples against an arbitrary challenge was 73.5474 µs and the standard deviation was 43.9664 µs. Fig. 21 illustrates the discharge time distribution of CC-A; its mean was 18.1928 µs, and its standard deviation was 12.5404 µs. When we compared the standard deviation to the mean of each CC, we found that the largest CC has a CV of 59.78%, compared with 68.93% for the smallest CC.
3) TOTAL INTRINSIC VARIATION
The local variation was added to the global one to assess the total variation of the discharge time of 100 simulated EC-PUF chips against the same challenge. Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show the discharge time variation for the largest and the smallest CC, respectively. The randomness simulation exhibited the mean discharge time of the largest CC as 75.0486 µs, and its standard deviation was 54.7207 µs. The smaller CC yielded 20.2737 µs and 15.3738 µs, respectively. The collective anticipated CV of both the mismatch and the total variations is then 72.91% for the largest CC and 75.83% for the smallest CC. The high variation in discharge times shows the validity of the proposed EC-PUF design, as applying a higher clock pulse frequency at a counter means a higher sample rate for the time-to-digital conversion, which can more precisely indicate the physical uniqueness of the analog units related to that counter. The random variation in a discharge time of a CC comply with the theoretical concept about the relation between the size of a MOSFET-based object versus the random variations in its physical structure, as the smallest CC showed more CV. The CV values also exhibit the far greater impact of the global intrinsic variations compared to the local variations. This can help draw a road map to guide the variation-aware layout and manufacturing processes to further enhance the uniqueness of the EC-PUF chips.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, various design, layout, and manufacturing aspects were discussed in order to acquire more intrinsic variations throughout a MOSFET-based manufacturing process to form distinctive properties for a MOSFET-based PUF chip.
The proposed EC-PUF design includes several powersaving techniques. It also reduces the effects of the environmental variations of the temperature and the supply voltage on the generated response chucks (RCs).
The proposed EC-PUF is based on the discharge time delay of networked MOSFET-based capacitors. A high-frequency oscillator drives eight frequency dividers, which run the counters. A higher frequency at a counter means a higher sampling rate, which makes a more precise time-to-digital conversion, represented by an RC. This helps make an EC-PUF chip generate distinct RCs among other EC-PUF chips, even when only meager intrinsic differences are obtained throughout the fabrication process.
The capacitive nature of the EC-PUF has pros and cons. The CCs are interactive to the metal comb arrays and to the random post-process sprayed coating. This can inherently increase the intrinsic randomness and the chip uniqueness, optically oppose the basic optical inspecting attacks, and electrically shield the chip against the invasive attacks. Other than the verification phase time, the CCs can be utilized for other purposes, such as decoupling and current flattening applications to counter the DPA attacks.
On the other hand, the capacitive nature of the EC-PUF causes environmental-based constrains, which imply that the VS should adopt a broad margin of tolerance at the verification phase.
Security-wise, a large CC and a high-frequency clock pulse can cause an overflow in a counter, which then acts as a roulette wheel. This helps the unpredictability of an RC against the modeling attacks. Furthermore, the confusion and diffusion concepts of cryptography can be enhanced further by including a custom-made S-box to raise the security level against the modeling attacks. The on-chip microcontroller encrypts the data using conventional security schemes.
Decrypting the chip-to-verifier communications does not directly lead the adversary to model the PUF, as the 128 bits of the counters are hard-wired in a secret sequence to the microcontroller; therefore, an invasive attack would still be needed to disclose the physical meaning of each bit.
Environmental-wise, parameters of voltage and temperature can be measured from on-chip sensors and conveyed to the verifier software (VS) at the remote verifier side. However, since in this mixed-signal PUF design, errors are not in the form of randomly flipped bits, but in the form of shifts in the digital representations of the discharge times of all the capacitive cells (CCs), and since the 128-bit response will always include at least one non-rouletted reference response chunk (RRC), then even without measuring those environmental parameters, the VS can analyze the collective shift caused by those parameters and verify the EC-PUF with a margin of tolerance.
Dividing the response-generating process of the 128-bit over eight clusters helps the remote VS to handle the environmental shifts, control the acceptance/rejection tolerance margins of the responses, detect the odd shifts which would be attributed to invasive attacks, and eliminate the need for an on-chip error-correcting code (ECC) unit.
Monte Carlo randomness simulated the fabrication variations of 100 EC-PUF chip samples. The global variations have shown much more impact on the discharge time of a CC than the local variations. Using a high frequency to digitize the discharge time improves the time-to-digital converting accuracy. The fabrication variations within the embedded ring oscillator will add more uniqueness to the generated response.
The design was simulated under temperatures in the range (−55 • to 125 • ) C and supplied voltages in the range (1-1.2) V. The design was simulated using 45 nm CMOS technology with a chip area of 22,470 µm 2 . The average response time was 118 µs, measured at 1 V, 25 • C, and typical corners for both n and p-MOSFETs. The average power was 921.67 µW.
Based on the area, average power, and compatibility with a range of voltages, temperatures, and microcontrollers, the proposed design is a feasible solution for authentication and anti-counterfeiting applications.
APPENDIX
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